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ABSTRACT

Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are used to control physical processes in the
nation’s critical infrastructures.

They are composed of subsystems that control

physical processes by analyzing the information received from the sensors. Based
on the state of the process, the controller issues control commands to the actuators.
These systems are utilized in a wide variety of operations such as water treatment
plants, power, and manufacturing, etc. While the safety and security of these systems
are of high concern, recent reports have shown an increase in targeted attacks that
are aimed at manipulating the physical processes to cause catastrophic consequences.
This emphasizes the need for algorithms and tools that provide resilient and smart
attack detection, as well as risk analysis mechanisms to protect the ICS.
To address this need for resiliency, this thesis designs and develops an anomaly
detection and risk analysis framework for ICS. The proposed anomaly detection
methodology utilizes dilated Convolution and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
layers to learn temporal as well as long term dependencies from sensors/actuators
data in ICS. This data is passed through a unique feature engineering pipeline where
wavelet transformation is utilized on the sensor signals to extract additional features.
Additionally, this thesis explores four different variations of supervised deep learning
models, as well as an unsupervised one class Support Vector Machine (SVM) model
for this problem. Furthermore, an empirical analysis of a single monolithic model
for all sensors/actuators in ICS vs distributed models for each segmented process is
carried out.
vi

The proposed methodology is validated utilizing sensors/actuators normal and
attack data from a miniature water treatment plant known as Secure Water Treatment
(SWaT) testbed. The results of our experiments show improvement over existing
state-of-the-art anomaly detection algorithms with higher performance than the baselines set previously. In addition, this thesis provides evidence on monolithic models
trained on entire processes in ICS performing better than the distributed models due
to their ability to learn global relationships within the data. Along with an anomaly
detection methodology, this thesis also presents a Colored Petri Net (PN) model for
simulating the physical processes based on control code, and modeling risks within
the system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are used to control physical processes in industries
and critical infrastructures. ICS are composed of sub-modules that control physical
processes in industries by analyzing the information received from the sensors. Based
on the information about the state of the process received from sensors, the controllers
in ICS issues a control command to the actuators. These control systems are used
in a wide variety of operations such as nuclear power plants, manufacturing, oil and
gas pipelines, water distribution systems, etc. Therefore, they are integral to the
safety and security of a nation’s critical infrastructure. As a result, initiatives such
as the United States of America Presidential Executive Order No. 13,636 (2013),
have been passed to protect the critical infrastructures of a nation including the ICS
that control them [40]. Due to their critical nature, attacks on ICS that propagate to
the physical processes can cause large monetary losses, environmental damages, and
significantly impact the infrastructure of cities. These significant impacts have been
demonstrated by well-known attacks such as the Ukraine power blackout [9], Stuxnet
worm [14], and the Maroochy Shire Sewage Spill [1]. Furthermore, the Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) publicly reported that the number of
attacks against ICS has steadily grown in 2016 alone with 290 reported attacks [36].
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This increase in the targeted attacks on ICS emphasizes the fact that we need
algorithms and tools that provide resilient and smart attack detection mechanisms
coupled with risk analysis to protect ICS.
As a result, many researchers have started focusing on techniques that help
with anomaly detection within ICS. The existing state-of-the-art research can be
divided into two categories of: (I) Formal methods using behavior specification and
verification [33, 29, 3, 15], and (II) Data driven approaches: (a) Machine Learning
(ML) [28, 11], (b) Deep Learning (DL) [23, 27, 42, 38], as well as (c) statistical
modelling [4].
Formal logic verification approaches test for deviations of signals from systems’
requirements based on formal models of systems built using various symbolic grammars and invariant logic. While these models are robust due to their use of design
specifications of system, they are susceptible to state explosion problems due to the
high number of specifications and components within ICS [33]. At the same time,
complete verification engines within the controllers code is not feasible due to the
low capacity of embedded controllers. Also, constructing a model of specifications
of exact behavior of ICS is an expensive process as it requires precise understanding
of ICS physics, and this understanding is hard to obtain for even current domain
experts [29].
Another approach to ICS anomaly detection utilizes Machine Learning to detect
the deviations from normal behavior in the specified feature space. Their shortcomings are their failure to detect novel attacks not observed by the model. In addition to
Machine Learning, Deep Learning is used to learn the normal behavior of the system
from the anomalous behavior utilizing the historical data. Current research in this
area are only able to capture a small subset of attacks, and have expensive training
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time as well as cost due to the large number of features and data that need to be
analyzed and computed. Signature based statistical modelling is another approach
that is based on creating noise signatures for sensors and detecting any deviations
from the created signatures as anomalies. This approach is highly susceptible to
noise in the operating environment, and limits it to small number of devices in the
process [4]. Therefore, there is need for an anomaly detection methodology in ICS
that can overcome the challenges faced by these previous works.

In addition to anomaly detection, risk analysis of physical processes helps promote
resilient system design and smart monitoring. Resiliency can be achieved through the
study of potential attacks as well as attacker behaviors within a system, and adding
security measures for risks learned from this study. In addition, smart monitoring
can be carried out by identifying potential attack propagation and highly vulnerable
points within a system. In previous works, these goals have been achieved using three
different methodologies: Game Theory [34, 5], Attack Trees [8], and Petri Nets [24].
While each approach presents an unique finding and methodology to analyse risks
in a system, they fail to provide risk analysis for attacks and their impacts within
the physical processes controlled by ICS. Therefore, there is need for modelling,
simulation, and risk analysis of attacks within the physical processes controlled by
ICS to identify potential vulnerabilities as well as attack propagation paths.

Therefore, this thesis aims to to overcome the challenges within the research of
security in ICS. The following section presents the thesis statements, and the research
questions to be answered.
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1.2

Thesis Statement

The goal of this research is to increase the resiliency of ICS to cyber-physical attacks
by:
• Accurately detecting anomalous behavior in sensors and actuators in real-time,
• Identifying the most efficient architecture for training and deployment of anomaly
detection model, and
• Defining a physical process simulation and risk analysis methodology.

1.3

Research Questions

This research aims to achieve the goals by answering the following research questions:
• RQ 1: How to quickly and accurately identify anomalous behaviors resulting
from cyber-physical attacks in sensors and actuators within Industrial Control
Systems (ICS)?
• RQ 2: How to empirically determine the relative effectiveness of different
architectural designs using metrics such as percentage of attacks successfully
detected, and training time?
• RQ 3: How to design and develop risk analysis methodology to investigate the
effects of attacks within the ICS controlled processes?

5

CHAPTER 2

ANOMALY DETECTION USING NEURAL NETWORK

2.1

Related Work

A large portion of studies on the protection of ICS have focused on protection of
the Information Technology (IT) systems within the industries [37, 10, 7, 17]. While
the protection of IT infrastructure is important, the resiliency of control systems
to cyber-physical attacks requires anomaly detection focused on observing physical
processes of ICS [2]. In this section, we classify studies on anomaly detection for ICS
into two categories: Formal Models, and Data Driven Models. The rest of this section
provides a detailed review of different approaches.

Formal Models for security
Current work in this field focuses on verification of security properties based on mathematical proofs that system specifications are met. These model properties are built
based on existing system specifications, or specification mining based on historical
logs of the system. Once formal models are built and violations of specifications are
captured, they are used as invariants for detection of anomalies.
Application of formal models, through symbolic grammar definition, is used for
anomaly detection in ICS by Kang et al., [29]. Alloy modeling language [31] is used
to prepare a first-order linear temporal model for the system based on engineering
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schematics. This model captures all process state transitions, as well as security
properties that are to be satisfied for the system. Along with the system model, an
attack specification is also modelled using Alloy language. The captured models are
then run through an Alloy analyzer to find counter-examples that invalidate the safety
properties. Counter-examples are system traces, in terms of state changes, that result
in an unsafe state or exceed operational boundaries defined in the system specification.
These counter-examples are then validated by running the system trace described by
them. Domain experts then mark the counter examples as invalid/valid based on
their effect in the test-bed. Valid counter-examples are then used for re-building the
system specification and as examples to detect anomalous behavior.
This system is limited by the knowledge overhead it introduces on engineers, and
the number of parameter tuning it requires. It also assumes that security properties
defined in system specifications, attack specifications defined by engineers, and the
system behavior defined in engineering schematics are complete and can be used as
ground truth. In addition, the values of each continuous component1 are concretized
to analog behavior by engineers, introducing false vulnerabilities and can miss other
vulnerabilities within the system.
A different approach to using system specifications for rule generation is proposed
by Adepu et al., [3]. Here, invariants are manually derived from the mathematical
relationships that exist between components of a system that are controlled by unique
controllers. State Agnostic and State-Dependent invariants are built and coded into
individual controllers for monitoring. These invariants represent states of components
as nodes, and transitions between them as edges. Any behavior that does not follow
1

For the remainder of the chapter, components/features are interchangeably used to refer to
sensors and actuators.
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the defined invariants are classified as anomalous.
Limitations of this approach lie in the requirement of discretization of values for
definition of states, losing information on components of the system. They also fail to
provide results of the tests on attacks generated. Another limitation of this approach
is the need to code invariants directly into controllers. This requires the detection
mechanisms to be limited by the memory within controllers. Also, invariants checking
cannot be competing with resources with the controller as they need to function in
real-time. The proposed method does not address this problem.
Another use of formal logic, through rule based representation of system, is
proposed by Fauri et al., [15] where domain experts parse network traffic between
controller and components of the system, and label important variables within them.
These labeled feature values are then binned based on their occurrences during normal
operation of the system. A single state of the system is classified as anomalous if
the probability of a state occurring in normal system bins is below a user-defined
threshold.
This method is limited by the complexity of labeling and contextualization of
system events to variables. This process can leave a large margin for error depending
on how well the network traffic is visualized to engineers during process of labelling.
Domain experts are required to perform intervention after detection to identify detected anomaly as True Positive or False Positive, and make online changes to the
model.
To combine rule based models and symbolic grammar models of formal models,
Tabor et al. [33] propose using Probabilistic Deterministic Real Timed Automaton
(PDRTA) to learn and build a transition model for a system. Here, sensor signals
are discretized and states of system based on sensor signals are specified in terms of
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timed strings. Once the timed strings are obtained, a PDRTA is learned using RTI+
algorithm. This automaton represents the states of system as nodes and transitions
as edges on an acyclic graph. Finally, any system behavior that does not appear in
the PDRTA is flagged as anomalous.
This method is limited by sensors signals segmentation and alignment. This
process can introduce large complexity due to the noise in sensor signals, and discretization of continuous values of signals. At the same time, PDRTA only learns a
single component model and fails to learn relationships between components within
a system.

Data Driven Models
In this section, we describe the Machine Learning and Deep Learning techniques
explored to tackle the challenge of anomaly detection in ICS. Whereas formal logic
models use system specification to find behaviors that violate security models, data
driven approaches use input of data obtained from ICS to learn an anomaly detection
model that classifies deviations from normal feature space as anomalous.

Machine Learning
Effectiveness of variety of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms for anomaly detection
in ICS is explored by Junejo et al., [28]. They utilize labeled attack and normal data
from SWaT test bed [22] to train classification models using various ML algorithms.
They train algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Networks
(NN), Instance-Based Learning (IBK), Decision Trees, Namely Random Forest (RF),
J48, Best-First Tree (BFTree), Naive Bayes (NB), Bayesian Network (BayesNet), and
Multinomial Logistic Regression (LR) on a single process, P 1, of the test-bed. This
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method is limited on the information about the anomalous behavior it can provide to
the engineers once an anomaly is detected. At the same time, detection of unknown
attacks whose behaviors are not reflected in training data is not possible with this
methodology. Finally, specifications on obtaining labeled attack data for systems are
not explored.
Another approach to ML is proposed by Chen et al. [11]. Here, simulations built to
mimic ICS are leveraged to produce attack data for code mutation attacks. Initially,
codes are exposed to permutations of mutations, and mutated codes and their outputs
are labeled as anomalous in order to build the data. The obtained data is then fed
into an SVM algorithm to build a two class attack classification model. This work
is limited to code mutation attacks, and the extensible nature of this approach to
other attacks is not explored. Furthermore, the permutations of mutations built on
simulations cannot capture all deviations from the normal behavior of the system.

Deep Learning
Apart from ML, unsupervised learning using Neural Networks are explored to find
anomalous behaviors that deviate from normal feature space without the need of
pre-existing attack signatures.
Initially, SANDIA Laboratories proposed the Weaselboard framework [38] to detect novel vulnerabilities utilizing Bayesian classifiers. This method was limited by
their assumption of independence between variables of ICS, which is invalidated by the
connectivity and dependencies of sensors, actuators, and inter-connected processes.
More importantly, details of the implementation of the system are lacking due to their
intellectual property rights.
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After the introduction of bayesian network, Goh et al., [23] introduced the use
of Long Short Term Memory-Recurrent NN (LSTM-RNN) on a single process of the
SWaT data [22]. While powerful, their experiment is limited to a single process of
SWaT data. Even for this small feature space, it took the model a single day to
train while detecting 9/10 of attacks. At the same time, they also point to 4 False
Positives (FP) detected. These FP’s are not based on comparison with labels within
the available attack dataset, but manual study of attacks and distance of alarm raised
to any attack period. Also, scalability of the model when training for all features is
left unexplored.
Another approach to Deep Learning is explored by Inoune et al., [27] where a
probabilistic outlier detection using Deep Neural Network (DNN) is used to produce
an outlier factor value for a time window of data. They apply feature engineering to
the data, where instead of training on the time-sampled data, probability distribution
of the time windows are calculated, and the probability of occurrence is used to train
the network on all processes of the SWaT testbed.
While powerful, training of this model had a time cost of 2 weeks, and testing
for entire data had a time cost of 8 hours. An in-depth view of recall on all attacks
shows that the model has 0 recall value for 23/36 attacks. This is a significant gap
in attack detection for attacks carried out in the testbed.
While different architectures for training NN for anomaly detection were approached, Shalyga et al., [42] explored using Genetic Algorithm (GA) to find a neural
network architecture that performs the best forecasting on the SWaT data. They also
explored the usage of exponentially weighted moving average smoothing (EWMA),
mean p-powered error measure, weighted p-powered error, and disjoint prediction
windows to improve the quality of anomaly detection.
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Their approach to building a forecasting model, while novel, introduced postprocessing of errors that increased anomaly classification time. This increase in time
is especially observable on classifications that took over 1000 seconds. These long
delays in detection do not apply well to ICS domain where anomalies need to be
detected quickly and real-time mitigation measures need to be taken.

Statistical Modelling
Another area of data driven approach to anomaly detection is using statistical modelling to create identification of system components. Application of this approach
is proposed by Ahmed et al., [4] where identity of sensors is created based on a
deterministic model of their noise. To build the deterministic model, all sensors are
assumed to have a unique noise due to their build themselves. This noise captured is
assumed to be unique for different sensors. This assumption is used to model sensor
noise patterns and detect sensor swap or replacement attacks by comparing stored
patterns for each sensor.
This methodology has a fundamental flaw in that sensors are affected by environmental noise as well as internal noise. ICS is not isolated from the environment, and
hence sensors have varying degrees of noise. Authors have not addressed the problem
of robustness of the model to outside noise. It is also limited to detecting two specific
attacks for sensors, and actuation components are not explored.

Limitations of Anomaly Detection in ICS As explored in this section, formal
models are limited by their introduction of knowledge overhead, state explosion
problem when modelling a large system, and dependence on completeness of system
security specifications. At the same time, data driven approaches have been limited
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in their recall of attacks, and timely detection of attacks. They are also exposed to a
large number of false positives. On top of this, implementation details of architectures
proposed are limited to a single testbed, and in some cases limited to a single small
process. In some cases, introduction of manual concretization of features for statistical
and formal modeling have introduced loss of information in models. In this research,
we aim to focus on answering our RQ 1 to build an anomaly detection system that
can detect anomalies accurately and in real-time. This will aim to fill the gap of
data driven approaches that are limited in recall of attacks, and timely detection of
attacks.
In this thesis, we utilize a data driven methodology for building an anomaly
detection model. Sensors and actuators data from ICS is passed through a preprocessing pipeline where sensors values are decomposed using wavelet transformation
and added as features for training. A supervised neural network anomaly detection
model is trained and improves upon the performances of previous works explored in
this domain. To our knowledge, this is the first implementation of a LSTM and CNN
hybrid architecture shown in this domain, and performs better than other supervised
as well as semi-supervised methodologies by detecting 27 attacks, and completing
training in 20 − 30 minutes

2.2

Methodology

This section will explain the feature engineering pipeline, architecture components,
and the anomaly detection framework in detail.
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2.2.1

Data

Data for the anomaly detection framework has multiple features, representing all
sensors and actuators in the system, collected throughout several days with a specific
time-step. Features are snapshots of values of all sensors and actuators within an ICS
taken for a time-step. Since ICS processes status change gradually and in real-time,
samples are recorded with the time-step of one second. These samples are recorded
over multiple days to collect the large amount of data required for training anomaly
detection models. Data collected in this process do not need adherence to a specific
range of values as further processing will be carried out before their usage.
Let us define this data format. Let, a set S = {s0 , s1 , ..., sn } represent the n
number of sensors and actuators within a system being controlled by ICS. Then,
Vi = [s0i , s1i , ..., sni ] represents the values of all sensors and actuators sampled at
a time i. For readability when porting to the code base, the start time of data
sampling is represented as i = 0. Finally, D = [V0 , V1 , ..., V (t∗86400) ] represents the
ts

matrix of values of all sensor and actuators sampled over a uniform time-step of ts
seconds for a time-period of t days. With this representation, we will have collected
m × n matrix of data where m =

(t∗86400)
.
ts

This collected matrix of data will then be pre-processed before being used for the
training of the forecasting model. Our pre-processing consists of:
• Cleanup of missing or interpolated values,
• Scaling of continuous data to a range of [0, 1],
• Divide data into a sliding-window format with window size (ws) as a parameter
to be heuristically optimized for,
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• Feature Engineering to append information into existing data,
• Split data into train and test sets for the training of the models.

2.2.2

Feature Engineering

Pre-processing of data is required in order to overcome the challenges that high
dimensional data impose on attack detection components in ICS. Since our proposed
anomaly detection framework is faced with large amount of high dimensional sensors
and actuators’ data along with continuously evolving attack characteristics, we first
use the scaling range [0, 1] to uniformly scale all values. Further, a Wavelet Transformation [12] is utilized to transform sensor signals and obtain temporal information
on multiple scales. Wavelet Transformation is an invertible transformation that can
be used to decompose a signal into a high and low spectrum using high and low pass
filters respectively. The low pass spectrum is a down-sampled decomposition of the
original signal. The high pass spectrum is the localization of higher frequencies of the
original signal. These decomposition’s are generated by equation (2.1)

lowk =

X

g(2k − m)xm

m

highk =

X

(2.1)
h(2k − m)xm

m

where k is the coefficients index, h(.) and g(.) are low and high pass filters built from
a mother wavelet function. Once the decomposition coefficients are calculated, we
append the low and high spectrum decomposition to the existing feature set of data.
In this context, wavelet transformations are preferred over Fourier transformations
because of their ability to keep temporal locality information of the signal frequencies. For our purpose, we use a type of Wavelet Transformation that is sensitive
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to alignment of signal in time called Daubechies Discrete Wavelet Transformation
(DWT) [12]. In order to keep the original signal coefficients within the transformed
low and high spectrum output, we apply a single level DWT transformation.
After the wavelet transformation, we label each time-step of sensor/actuator values
as attack/normal behavior. If a time step contains anomalous, faulty, or attack data
it is manually labelled as an attack instance. Further, the result is converted into
a sliding window format where each window size is a hyper-parameter. For each
sliding window containing an attack label, the entire window is labelled as an attack
behavior. The next step in the proposed framework is to train a classification model
for the purpose of anomaly detection.

2.2.3

Architecture Components

As mentioned in Section 2.1, previous works utilizing deep and machine learning
for anomaly detection within ICS have explored techniques such as Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes Classifiers, etc. Each
of the methodologies mentioned above were explored in this research work, but none
of them performed as well as our final model. Therefore, in this chapter, we utilize a
supervised Deep Neural Network methodology to design a two-class attack detection
model for ICS time-series sensor/actuator data. To construct an effective anomaly
detection model, the proposed framework relies on Convolutions and Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) based layers as described below:

Long short term memory networks (LSTM)
LSTM, which is the extended form of RNN, is used to detect long term temporal patterns in sensor/actuator’s time series data. Given an input signal x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xT )
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where T is the length of the signal, LSTM hidden state at timestep t is computed by:
Input Gate : it = σ(Wi ˙[ht−1 , xt ] + bi )

(2.2)

F orget Gate : ft = σ(Wf ˙[ht−1 , xt ] + bf )

(2.3)

Output Gate : ot = σ(Wo [ht−1 , xt ] + bo )

(2.4)

Cell Input : gt = tanh(Wc ˙[ht−1 , xt ] + bc )
K
K
Cell State : ct = ft
ct−1 + it
gt
K
Cell Output : ht = ot
tanh(ct )

(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)

where σ(.) and tanh(.) are the element-wise sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent functions
J
and
is the element-wise multiplication operator. ht−1 and ct−1 are the hidden state
and memory cell of previous time-step. As depicted in equations (1)-(4), it , ft , ot , and
gt are input gates, forget gates, output gates, and cell states. During each iteration of
training, the LSTM layer needs to decide information to be thrown from the stored
cell states by calculating the forget gate (ft ) for each point in the cell state ct . Next,
the input gate decides on values to be updated, while gt creates a candidate that could
be input into the cell state. Finally, the old cell state is updated by calculating ct by
using the outputs of the forget gate (ft ), input gate (it ), and the cell state candidate
(gt ). Once the cell states have been updated, the output from the cells need to be
calculated. An output gate (ot ) decides on parts of the cell to be used for the output,
and this is multiplied with a tanh value of the cell state to calculate the final output
from the recurrent unit.
As it is depicted in the above formulas, the LSTM model requires storage of
additional cell states in the memory and needs to compute these cell states. While
LSTM’s ability to extract long-term temporal dependencies without suffering from
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the vanishing gradient problem [20] helps with an effective anomaly detection, it is
considered a relatively computationally expensive model [6]. The work-around is to
design an efficient neural network architecture to balance the utility of LSTM while
minimizing the computational overhead caused by it. This can be achieved through
the reduction of the size and depth of LSTM layers in the proposed neural network
architecture.

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
Convolutions are known to be used to extract features for normal/attack classification
of data [46, 18]. Given an input signal, a convolution layer with m filters and a filter
size of n extracts a m-dimension feature vector from every n values in the signal.
These filters can extract temporal locality from inputs, and help learn temporal dependencies in a multi-variate time-series input datalecun1995Convolutional. Therefore,
1D Convolutions can efficiently learn temporal and spatial dependencies within the
time-series sensors and actuators input data of ICS.
In this work, we utilize a specific type of Convolution layer known as dilated
causal Convolution layer. This type of Convolution layer adds two unique properties
of dilation and causal padding to the Convolution layer. The causal property refers
to a Convolution layer where output[t] does not depend on the inputs from the future
(input[t + 1 :]). This property helps preserve the temporal order of the sequential
time-series data within our model [44]. In addition, with the added dilation property,
we are able to construct a more compact CNN model and still preserve the global
relationships between the features. This is feasible because dilations allow each hidden
feature in CNN to observe increasingly larger input space (receptive field) as the depth
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Figure 2.1: 1D MaxPooling with pooling window size of 3.
of the CNN increases. Hence, it allows the increase in the receptive fields of the layers
without the addition of large filters [6].
In order to extract the important features from the output of the Convolution
layers, we utilize a 1D MaxPooling layer. As depicted in Figure 2.1, this layer selects
the maximum value in the provided pooling window. This allows the output of
Convolution layers to be reduced in it’s dimensions while preserving the important
features learned.

2.2.4

Squeeze and Excitation Block

Hu et al. [25] proposed a squeeze-and-excitation block to be added to outputs of
convolution blocks so that the inter-dependencies between channels are modelled by
adjusting outputs of filters in two steps, squeeze and excitation. Here, the squeeze
operation utilizes a global average pooling to obtain channel-wise statistics beyond
the local receptive fields. This operation generates a channel-wise global average
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over the temporal dimension T by calculating the statistics z ∈ RC by shrinking the
output of a convolution layer U through T [30]. Each element of z is calculated as:
H
T
1 XX
zc = Fsq (uc ) =
t = 1uc (t)
T t=1

(2.8)

Information that were aggregated (squeezed) in this block are then passed through
an excite operation to fully capture channel-wise dependencies. This operation learns
nonlinear relationships between channels, and learns relationships that are not mutually exclusive over multiple channels. This is achieved by using a simple gate with
a sigmoid activation:
s = Fex (z, W ) = σ(W2 δ(W1 z)),

(2.9)

where Fex is a neural network, δ is a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) function, σ is the
C

C

sigmoid function, W1 ∈ R r ×C , and W2 ∈ R r ×C are learnable parameters, and r is
the reduction ratio hyper-parameter [30]. Finally, this output is rescaled as:

x˜c = Fscale (uc , sc ) = sc · uc ,

(2.10)

where X̃ = [x̃1 , x̃2 , · · · , x̃c ] and Fscale (· · · ) is the multiplication between feature map
uc ∈ RT and scale sc . This squeeze and excitation block has been added to results of
convolution layers by Karim et al. [30] to create a time-series classification model for
multi-variate data. It allows for the models to learn global multi-channel dependencies
from the outputs of convolution layers. This is important in multi-variate models as
all feature maps learned in previous layers may not affect the subsequent layers with
the same magnitude. With squeeze and excite, the model is conducting a learned selfattention on output features obtained from previous feature maps [30]. This model has
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been shown to perform better than other forms of time-series-classification models.
Therefore, this thesis also tests this new state-of-the-art time series classification
model using data from ICS.

2.2.5

Anomaly Detection Framework

In this section, we discuss the attack scenarios to be detected by our proposed architecture, the proposed architecture for anomaly detection framework built utilizing
the layers discussed in the previous section, as well as the metrics and loss function
used.

Attack Scenario
The proposed methodology aims to detect data manipulation attacks that spoof and
inject sensors/actuators values into the PLC. In this chapter, these data manipulation
attacks are divided into two categories: (1) stealthy attacks and (2) non-stealthy
attacks. Stealthy attacks slowly manipulate the sensors/actuators values to gradually
cause the process behavior to deviate from the normal behavior. Impact of these
attacks are not observed immediately or within a short time-window. Non-stealthy
attacks manipulate the sensors/actuators value in shorter periods of time to force
the system outside of normal cyclical behavior. Impact of these types of attacks can
be observed through spikes or changes within the sensors/actuators values within a
short time window.
In order to detect these two types of attacks, the detection model must learn the
relationships between sensors and actuators over a short window as well as longer
period of time. In ICS, this relationship dictates how change in one sensor/actuator
affects other sensors/actuators over time. Therefore, we are learning the behavior of
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these components without having to encode the rules of the PLC or physical process
itself. This helps detect anomalies where change in one of the components does
not trigger an expected change in another component. In the proposed architecture,
Convolution layers are used in conjunction with LSTM layers to learn the relationships
between features over different periods of time.

As mentioned in section 2.2.3,

Convolution layers can learn the temporal dependencies that can be used to identify
normal sensors/actuators behavior, as well as known attack behaviors, in a defined
time-window. Hence, they are useful at detecting non-stealthy attacks. At the same
time, LSTM layers help identify normal as well as attack behavior for stealthy attacks
due to their effectiveness at learning longer historical dependencies.

Figure 2.2: Classification Model using Convolutions, LSTM, and Dense Layers. Here,
w, w0 , h, h0 , f , and f 0 represents the intermediate features.
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Non-stealthy Attacks Representation
As discussed in the previous section, Convolution layers will help facilitate anomaly
detection of non-stealthy attacks within ICS. In the proposed architecture, Convolution layer accepts the sensors/actuators’ value as the input features after the DWT
transformation and learns how these features individually, and as a group, change
over a time-window. This architecture contains a number of stacked convolution
layers with the number of convolution layers treated as a hyper-parameter. The
number of layers is dependent upon the data-set as well as efficiency of the model
in learning the feature representation required for achieving better metrics. While
our final architecture utilizes four convolution layers, this can be adjusted according to the results of a hyper-parameter search. Along with the number of layers,
each Convolution layer requires hyper-parameters of f ilter size, number of f ilters,
dilation rates, and activation f unction to be defined. These hyper-parameters are
picked based on empirical analysis of the results obtained from searching combinations
of hyper-parameters values. Results of the hyper-parameter searches for each model
is presented in their respective case study section 2.3.
As shown in Figure 2.2, each convolution layer is followed by a pooling layer. The
first three convolution layers are followed by a 1D MaxPooling layer. In addition,
a final Convolution layer is followed by a GlobalMaxPooling layer to reduce the
dimension of data and pick the most important features from each Convolution filters.

Stealthy Attacks Representation
Along with CNN, LSTM layers are used to learn the long term temporal dependencies
within the data beyond the specified time-window that CNN is being trained on.

(b) LSTM Layer 1

(c) LSTM Layer 2

Figure 2.3: PCA Decomposition of attack#23 and how it is represented after passing multiple LSTM layers of the
architecture.

(a) Original Features.
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As mentioned in section 2.2.3, LSTM layers and their hidden cells can help learn
the relationships between features in the input over a long period of time. With
the help of the learned representation this architecture can identify attacks where
sensors/actuators are targeted for large periods of time with gradual physical impact
in the system. In this architecture, two LSTM layers are used to learn the long-term
dependencies within the input data. Each LSTM layer is initialized with a hyperparameter of units, where units represents the number of units in cell hidden states
whose activation’s will be propagated to output. The initial LSTM layer returns full
sequences of cell output (ht ) for every time-step fed into the layer, returning a three
dimensional output of shape (batch size, t, units). This is then passed as input to the
final layer and returns only the last output (ht ) sequence of shape (batch size, units).
Output obtained from the LSTM layer will represent input features to effectively
separate system normal behavior from anomalous behavior. These representation are
visible in the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) decomposition, Figure 2.3, of the
outputs from our two LSTM layers. As observed in Figure 2.3, initially the attack
values are not separable from normal values within a data-set. But, moving this input
through the trained models’ LSTM layers helps obtain representation where they can
be separated from each other.
In our architecture, LSTM cells contain 128 activation units, thus learning the
long term dependencies and sending an output of (batch size, 128). Once the results
from LSTM layers are received, they are concatenated with the results from the
GlobalMaxPooling layer. This GlobalMaxPooling operation converts the outputs
of the final Convolution layer to a fixed embedding in two dimensional space. This
resulting feature representation is then passed through a dropout layer, with a dropout
rate of 0.2, to regularize the learning through disabling random neurons activation.
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Detection

As shown in Figure 2.2, results of the Dropout layer are passed through three fully
connected Dense layers. These layers have units sizes of [128, 64, 1]. The final dense
layer in the architecture outputs the probability ([0, 1]) of an input being an attack.
Here, probability greater than 0.5 labels the time window as an attack and less than
0.5 labels the time window as normal. In order to achieve this probability bound, the
final Dense layer uses a sigmoid activation function.

Optimizer and Loss Functions

Since our architecture is trained for a binary classification problem of identifying a
time-window as normal or attack, we utilize the loss function of Binary Cross-Entropy
with added class weights as the loss function during training. Binary Cross-Entropy
is calculated by using equation (2.11), where L is the loss function, y is the true label,
cw1 is class weights assigned to attack label, cw0 is the weight assigned to normal
label, and ŷ is the prediction from the model. Here, class weights are derived from
ratio of occurrence of normal and attack classes within the training data.
N

L(ŷ, y) =

−1 X
[cw1 ∗ yi log (ŷi ) + cw0 ∗ (1 − yi ) log (1 − ŷi )]
N i=1

(2.11)

Finally, we utilize Adam [32] algorithm as an optimizer during the model training
process. Adam optimizer requires four parameters of α, β1 , β2 , and . We utilize the
default values for the parameters proposed by Kingma and Ba [32], where α = 0.002,
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and  = 1e−07.
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Metrics

The aim of our architecture is to detect anomalies and attacks within the process
of ICS based on the sensor and actuators data. To measure the performance of
this architecture, we focus on the metrics of precision (equation 2.13), recall (equation 2.12), F1-score (equation 2.14), and numbers of attacks detected. Recall is the
measure of a models ability to detect true positives within the given data. Hence, it is
a useful metric for selecting models for a domain with larger cost associated with false
negatives. Precision is the ratio of correct attack detection by model to all alarms
raised by the model. This metric is useful in selecting models for a domain where
large number of false positives can be costly. Finally, F1-score strikes a balance
between the precision and recall metrics. It is an important metric for anomaly
detection models in ICS where costs between false negatives and false positives must
be balanced. We expect our final model to have a higher F1-score, while maintaining a
higher percentage of attacks detected. Therefore, along with the measurement of the
previous three metrics, we will also calculate recall for each individual attack window.
This is carried out to verify the performance of the model within each attack period.
For the purpose of this study, an attack is defined to be detected if any time-window
containing the attack point is detected at least once.
recall =

tp
tp + f n

precision =
F 1 − score = 2 ×

tp
tp + f p

precision × recall
precision + recall

(2.12)

(2.13)
(2.14)
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where, tp = number of windows correctly identified as attack, f n = number of
windows incorrectly identified as normal, and f p = number of windows incorrectly
identified as attack.

2.2.6

Hyper-parameter Search

In deep learning, hyper-parameters are a set of parameters that can be controlled to
vary the learning process. These parameters are not learned by the models and must
be set during definition of the models to be trained. In the anomaly detection model
discussed above, hyper-parameters of kernel size, activation units, batch size, dilation
rates, window size, and filter size need to be optimized to the specific dataset being
used. Within this thesis, an automated grid search strategy is utilized to find the
optimal value for these hyper-parameters. Grid search is an exhaustive search within
a manually defined subset of values for the hyper-parameters. This type of search
requires the user to define a performance metric, and a discretized set of values for
each hyper-parameter. For this anomaly detection model, F1-Score (Equation 2.14)
on a validation split of original data is set as the performance metric. Sets of values
are defined for each hyper-parameter to lower the search space. Since these sets are
dependent on the dataset being trained, they will be presented in section 2.3.

2.2.7

Implementation

Algorithm (1) summarizes the implementation of our methodology for training the
anomaly detection model described in the sections above. Sensors and actuators
data from ICS (X), indexes of sensors in the data-set (S), manually encoded attack
labels (Y ), batch size (m), and window size (ws) are passed as input to train the
model. Initially, sensors and actuators data are scaled to a magnitude of [0, 1] based
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Input : Time-series data X = {Xi }ni=1 , S sensors index in X, Y = {Yi }ni=1
attack labels, batch size m, window size ws, training samples n
Output: Trained weights for neural network model
X transf ormed ← M inM axT ransf orm(X, range = (0, 1))
forall j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , (n − ws)} do
X wsj ← X transf ormedj+ws
j
if Yjj+ws == 1 then
y ws ← 1
else
y ws ← 0
end
end
X transf ormed ← DW T (X ws[S]) ⊕ X ws[!S]
X train ← X ws0.4×n
1
X test ← X wsn−ws
0.4×n
n−ws
y train, y test ← y ws0.4×n
, y ws0.4×n
1
Randomly initialize internal weights of model w.
for each iteration do
} do
forall k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 0.4×n
m
Sample a batch X traink from X train;
Split batch into [Xk1 , Xk2 , · · · , Xkl ];
Feed batch into CNN+LSTM and get two output sequences
[h1ck , h2ck , · · · , hlck ], and [h1pk , h2pk , · · · , hlpk ];
Concatenate sequences together, flatten into vector O, and dropout
20%;
Pass O through Dense layers and final layer ending in sigmoid
activation function to obtain probability of input being attack;
Update internal weights w by using weighted binary cross-entropy
(equation 2.11) and Adam optimizer;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Summary of Methodology.
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on the distribution of a small subset of the data. Following the scaling, the data
is transformed into a sliding window format using the hyper-parameter ws. Each
window of data goes through a Discrete Wavelet Transformation on all the sensors
data. The transformed data are appended to the input along with the original
actuators data. Resulting data is then split into train-test split for training of the
model. Here, a low percentage of data is used for training to get a performance metric
of model on new attack behaviors. After the data is obtained, a neural network
model is trained using a batch size of m with the process described in section 2.2.5.
This training algorithm uses a weighted binary cross-entropy function to update the
internal weights of the neural network. The obtained trained weights are then used
to test the anomaly detection model against data it did not observe during training
process to provide the complete result of the anomaly detection framework. This
model can then be deployed to catch attacks in real-time within the processes it is
trained on.

2.3

Case Study

The effectiveness of the proposed framework is verified utilizing the existing sensors
and actuators’ data from the Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) [35] test-bed. SWaT
is a functional miniature replica of a water treatment plant designed by the Singapore
Institute of Technology [22]. Figure 2.4 provides an overview of the water treatment
system, where the treatment process is divided into six sub-processes (denoted as
P1 to P6) that produce 5 gallons/minute of doubly filtered water. Each of these
processes are controlled by a primary Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), and
have a redundant hot-standby PLC. The water treatment process starts at P1, as
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incoming water is taken in and stored in a tank. Then, the water is passed to P2 for
quality assessment, and chemical dosing is carried out to bring the water quality to an
acceptable threshold. In P3, the water is led through a fine set of filtration membranes
to remove the undesired materials and in P4 the chlorination and de-chlorination
process is conducted. Then, the water is pumped to P5 for the Reverse Osmosis
(RO) process. Finally, in P6a and P6b, some of the water is stored to carry out
backwash, and recycled mimicking real-world treatment plants where water is flown
out of the plant for distribution.

Figure 2.4: Overview of the SWaT testbed showing the processes segmentation along
with the location of sensors and actuators within the system [39].
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2.3.1

SWaT Data-Set

SWaT data-set [22] contains over 11 days of continuous operational data of 51 sensors
and actuators (Table 2.1) that are part of the six water treatment processes. The
data is collected over seven days of normal operation of the system, and four days of
hackathon event where a total of thirty-six successful attacks were carried out. The
description of the attack scenarios can be found on the website

2

[22]. Most of the

attacks are based on the injection of process variables values into the Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) and resulting in the PLC accepting the spoofed value as real
sensor data. There are some stealthy attacks where the sensor values are modified
slowly within the respected process. Overall, the data-set contains 53 columns (1 for
timestamp, 1 for attack label, 51 for sensor/actuator values) and 912, 791 rows where
each row is a value recorded per second.
Table 2.1: Sensors and Actuators in SWaT Data
Process
1
2
3
4

5
6

2

Sensors
FIT101, LIT101
FIT201, AIT201, AIT202,
AIT203

Actuators
MV101, P101, P102
MV201, P201, P202,
P203, P204, P205, P206
MV301, MV302, MV303,
FIT301, DPIT301, LIT301
MV304, P301, P302
FIT401, AIT401, AIT402, UV401, P501, P402,
LIT401
P403, P404
FIT501, FIT502, FIT503,
FIT504, AIT501, AIT502,
P501, P502
AIT503, AIT504, PIT501,
PIT502, PIT503
FIT601
P601, P602, P603

https://itrust.sutd.edu.sg/itrust-labs data-sets/data-set info/#swat
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2.3.2

Data Pre-processing

In order to deal with the high cardinality and noisy data in SWaT, the following steps
are performed:

Scaling and normalization
In order for each feature to contribute effectively in the learning algorithm’s output,
the features are scaled to a range of [0, 1]. In this case, the normalization of the
features are not feasible because the sensors measurements and actuators’ status do
not follow a normal distribution. Therefore, normalization of the features would result
in the loss of information about their original distributions.

Slicing and window based segmentation
A fixed size sliding window (ws) is selected as a hyper-parameter. In the data-set of
i entries, total number of (i − ws + 1) windows are required. In order to determine
ws, in this research a hyper-parameter search is carried out in the range of 50 − 300
that resulted in the window size of 200 as the best fit for each model.

Performing wavelet transformation
Once the data is split into time windows, wavelet transformation is carried out on the
sensor data for each time window. In the SWaT data-set, after this transformation
the number of features are increased from 51 to 76 features.
Finally, the data is divided into a train/test sets by having 40% of the data as a
training set and the rest as a testing set. In this training set, 0.06% of the data is
labelled as an attack data. The reason for including the attack data as part of the
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training set is to increase the effectiveness of the detection algorithm. Therefore, the
model is trained on a small proportion of the attack data, while the remaining attack
data is included in the testing set to validate the performance of the model against
new attacks.

2.3.3

Hardware Specification

Training is carried out in the Google Compute cloud instances. Different configurations of machines are picked based on the type of model we are training and the
hardware that need to be used for them. The Convolution only models are trained
in a cloud compute instance with NVIDIA Tesla K-80 GPU (12 GB RAM) and 61
GB of memory. Whereas the CNN+LSTM models are trained with a cloud compute
instance with 8 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU (32 GB RAM) and 80 GB of memory. To
train the SVM model, we utilized a processor optimized computing instance with 8
vCPU and 64 GB RAM.

2.3.4

Anomaly Detection Results

This section presents the results of different architecture of anomaly detection models
based on the SWaT data-set.

SVM Results
A baseline study is performed based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM) method as
presented by Inoue et al. [27], to verify the performance of unsupervised methodologies
in this data-set. One class classification SVM using Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernel is used to learn a classification boundary for normal data (not including the
attack information) and identify the outliers. We used Radial Basis kernel Function
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Recall Precision
0.699
0.925

F1-score
0.796

Table 2.2: Results of one-class SVM model.
(RBF) to estimate the similarity between two sample data and transform the data.
This Kernel is defined as:
2

K(x, x0 ) = exp(−γ kx − x0 k ), γ > 0

(2.15)

where the x and x0 are two sample data and γ is the kernel parameter. The kernel
map φ : X → H is a function that transforms a feature vector from the original space
X to a new one H.
Once the one class-classification model is trained, it is tested on the attack data
to detect anomalies that are not within the learned classification boundary. Results
of the SVM (Table 2.2) show that the model performed with high precision, however
it was not able to detect 16 attacks and took a long time to train (4 hours). This
inefficiency and failure to detect anomalies were also reported by other researchers
who utilized unsupervised methodologies [23, 27, 42] on SwaT dataset. Therefore,
this research is focused on supervised deep learning methodologies.

CNN
The initial experiment is based only on the Convolution-Maxpooling layers where the
ability of CNN to learn temporal dependencies within a time-window helps identify
normal and attack behaviors.
As mentioned in section 2.2.5, CNN is able to learn the relationships between
sensors/actuators within a time window to detect non-stealthy attacks. For example,
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learning the relationship between Level Indicator (LIT) 101, Motor Valve (MV) 101,
and Flow Indicator (FIT) 101, allows the model to infer the presence of anomalous
behavior within the attack window. Therefore, an attack that results in tank overflow
in Process 1 through the manipulation of LIT101 and MV101 (Figure 2.5) can be
detected by the model.

Figure 2.5: Relationship between LIT101 and FIT101 (Left) under normal behavior,
(Right) under non-stealthy attack

Hyper-parameters Hyper-parameter search space for this model is limited to the
parameters of dilation rate, window size, and filter size. A grid search for these
hyper-parameters resulted in the filter size of 5, number of filters of [2, 4, 8, 16] for
each layer of convolution, dilation factors of [2, 4, 8, 16], batch size of 100, and window
size of 200 as the best fit for this CNN architecture.

Results Training time for this model was 30 minutes and cost of training was
approximately $1.25 when computed in a cloud instance. Metrics of this model are
summarized in Table 2.3. While the metrics show performance higher than previous
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works, this model still fails to catch 13 attacks in the data. Therefore, we add LSTM
layers to our model in order to learn feature representations for stealthy attacks.
Recall Precision
0.69
0.58

F1-score
0.65

Table 2.3: Results of our supervised classification model using CNN.

CNN + LSTM
The success of CNN provided us with groundwork to try and improve the results
and catch attacks that were not caught in previous architecture. As described in
Section 2.2, Convolutions can learn time windowed relationships, but they do not offer
long-term sequence learning. In order to incorporate the goal of long-term sequence
memorization, we add LSTM cells in our experiments.

Hence, the architecture

discussed in Section 2.2.5 is trained to created an anomaly classification model. In
this architecture, usage of LSTM can help classify behaviors that gradually change
values of sensors/actuators to cause damage to the physical process. For example,
attack number 3 (Figure 2.6) in the testbed slowly increases the value of LIT 101 by
1mm
sec

to cause tank underflow and pump damage. These changes that do not follow

regular pattern of change over a gradually increasing time period can be represented
by the LSTM layer.
Initially, this model was trained with 1 LSTM layer, but the model had a low
recall score improvement from the model without LSTM layers. After increasing the
number of LSTM layers to 2, we increased the recall score and numbers of attacks
detected. These results and the hyper-parameters used to obtain them are discussed
next.
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Hyper-parameters In order to find the best model, there are multiple hyperparameters that need to be optimized for in our model. Namely window size, batch
size, kernel size of Convolutions, and dilation rates need to be picked to improve the
performance of the model. To this end, we explore the space of [1, 10] for kernel size,
[0.2, 0.3, 0.4] for dropout percentage, filter sizes are changed to match the output size
of the LSTM output, and LSTM activation units are in the set of [16, 32, 64, 128].
Window sizes were searched in the space of [50, 300] with 50 steps increment, and
dilation rates were searched in the space of [2, 8] where dilation on each subsequent
layer was a multiple of 2n with n being the layer number of Convolution starting with
first Convolution layer. We utilize a grid-style search for the hyper-parameter, and
aim to optimize for the F1-score. Initially, hyper-parameter search is capped to 20%
of the search space to study the importance of these parameters on the testing metric.
Once the initial results of the grid-search is saved, a RandomForest Regression is used
to study the importance of changing hyper-parameters in the F1-score of resulting
model. Figure 2.7 shows that change in dilation factor, and number of lstm units have

Figure 2.6: (Left) Under normal behavior. (Right) Example of Stealthy attack on
LIT-101
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Figure 2.7: Relative Importance of hyper-parameters in F1-Score of model.

the largest impact on the F1-score of the model. Finally, a hyper-parameter search is
run on the entire space for these two hyper-parameters and 50% of the search space
for the remaining hyper-parameters.
Following the results of the search, the anomaly detection model is trained with a
batch size of 200 for 24 epochs. The values for our hyper-parameters were a Window
size of 200seconds, kernel size of 4, number of filters of [5, 10, 15, 20], and dilation
rates of [2, 4, 8, 16]. Number of LSTM units is selected to be 128 units. Epoch size
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was not a part of our hyper-parameter search. Smaller epoch size of 24 is used as a
training stop as the model converges to a stable loss around 24 epoch (Figure 2.8)
while obtaining the lowest loss values out of all models explored.

Results Results of this supervised classification model is shown in Table 2.4. The
final model, with 76 features for each window, finished training in 25 minutes while
only missing 9 attacks. This level of attack detection is the best performance by a
supervised as well as unsupervised [27] methodology in this domain. As shown in
Table 2.6, per attack recall rates of our model performs better than the results in
Inoue et al. [27]. At the same time, our model is trained in 25 minutes at a cost
of approximately $2.00 which is significantly lower than 2 weeks that it took for the
previous DNN methodology to train.
Recall Precision
0.773
0.972

F1-score
0.861

Table 2.4: Results of our supervised classification model using CNN+LSTM with
Wavelet Transformation.

While individual recall rates as well as detection times are shown in table 2.6,
Figure 2.9 presents an example of detection and detection time for attack #24. In this
attack, an attacker sets LIT-401 to values lower than the lowest acceptable threshold
in order to cause a tank overflow. As shown in the figure, our first alarm is raised 44
seconds after the attack begins, and 94% of the attack window is correctly labelled as
an attack. This helps detect the attack before it causes physical harm to the pumps
in the system. Similar detection patterns were observable for most attacks detected
by our model. Further discussions on the attacks this model failed to detect are done
in section 2.4.
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Figure 2.8: Training loss for three trained models. CNN+LSTM loss converges at
lower value at 24 epochs.
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Figure 2.9: Example of attack detection by our model for attack number 26 (table 2.6).
2.3.5

Squeeze-and-excite CNN+LSTM

The CNN+LSTM model defined above set the state-of-the-art results within SWaT
dataset. In order to verify the performance of this new architecture, it is compared to
a state-of-the-art time-series classification architecture defined by Karim et al. [30].
As shown in figure 2.10, this model utilizes two blocks of 1D Convolution + Batch
Normalization + Squeeze-and-excite layers followed by a 1D Convolution + GlobalMaxPooling block. At the same time, the input is fed through a LSTM + Dropout
layer. Results of both layers are then concatenated and passed through a softmax
layer to obtain the probability of input being an attack.

Hyper-parameters For our final model, the LSTM layers have 128 activation
units, and the dropout layer has a drop percentage of 20%. Convolution layers have
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Figure 2.10: Squeeze-and-excite archtiecture variant defined by Karim et al. [30]
filter sizes of [10, 20], kernel size of 6, two L2 kernel regularizers, and dilation rates of
[3, 9]. The squeeze-and-excite layers have a reduction ratio of 2.

Result Results of this state-of-the-art time series classification model are presented
in Table 2.5. This attack detection model could successfully detect 26 out of 36
attacks, successfully performing better than SVM, and CNN architectures, but performing worse than a CNN+LSTM model by 1 attack. This was as expected, as this is
a recreation of a state-of-the-art time-series classification model. But, this model still
had lower F1-score, recall, and precision, than the architecture built on this thesis.
Recall Precision
0.62
0.85

F1-score
0.72

Table 2.5: Results of squeeze-and-excite architecture variant
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Table 2.6: Recall rates and detection delay for each attack is compared to baseline
formed in Inoue et al. [27] and Shalyga et al. [42] Detection Delays of N/D mean
attacks were not detected, while N/A signifies unavailability of time in baseline paper.
Attack # Attack Points
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

MV-101
P-102
LIT-101
MV-504
AIT-202
LIT-301
DPIT-301
FIT-401
FIT-401
MV-304
MV-303
LIT-301
MV-303
AIT-504
AIT-504
MV101, LIT-101
UV-401, AIT-502, P-501
DPIT-301, MV-302, P-602
Turn off P-203 and P-205
LIT-401, P-402
P-101, LIT-301
P-302, LIT-401
P-302
P-201, P-203, P-205
P-101, MV-101, LIT-101
LIT-401
LIT-301
LIT-101
P-101
P-101, P-102
LIT-101
P-501, FIT-502
AIT-402, AIT-502
FIT-401, AIT-502
FIT-401
LIT-301

Recall (Our method)

Recall (Inoue)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0.717
0
0.927
1
0.978
0
0
0
0
0.123
0.845
0
0.998
0.876
0
0
0
0
0.936
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0.923
0.94
0.933
0

Detection Delay (Our method)
in seconds
83
40
11
41
00
26
80
5
5
1
0
2
29
4
26
0
200
2
174
N/D
N/D
25
0
N/D
N/D
44
N/D
N/D
253
N/D
N/D
N/D
60
61
0
1021

Detection Delay (Shalyga)
in seconds
N/D
112
N/D
N/D
11
42
16
18
3
N/D
N/D
297
N/D
13
N/D
10
16
102
53
1043
67
N/D
1164
52
105
102
N/A
N/A
89
82
110
79
73
71
71
N/D
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2.4

Discussion

This chapter proposed a CNN+LSTM based supervised deep learning anomaly detection model for detecting stealthy and non-stealthy attacks targeting sensors/actuators
in Industrial Control Systems (ICS). As mentioned in section 2.1, previous criticism of
supervised anomaly detection methodology within this domain have focused on their
inability to catch novel attacks that were not available during training of the model.
Analysis of the final model explored in this chapter shows that supervised models can
empirically perform better than semi-supervised models in catching known as well
as unknown attacks (Table 2.6). This shows the ability of supervised methodologies
to be similarly effective to unsupervised methodologies in the context of anomaly
detection within the domain of ICS. This architecture also performed better than a
state-of-the-art time-series classification model utilizing squeeze-and-excite blocks.
Along with criticism of supervised methodologies, there have also been criticism
of deep learning methodologies and their inability to expand to an entire testbed [23],
and maintain an inexpensive training cost [27]. In this chapter, we provide a training
architecture with feature engineering that can train on the entire data of a water
treatment plant, while maintaining low cost (Figure 2.11) and high detection rate
(Table 2.6). With the availability of high power computing at low hourly costs,
industrial sectors can add a layer of security to their processes by leveraging deep
learning methodologies and creating an anomaly detection system with low cost and
time penalty.
While our model achieves better performances than previous deep learning methodologies, it still fails on detecting 9 attacks within the SWaT data-set. Multi-point
attacks [20, 21, 24, 25, 30, 32] and three single point attacks [27, 28, 31] are not detected
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Figure 2.11: Training Time of our models compared to other state of the art deep
learning model.
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by our anomaly detection model. Within these attacks, attack numbers [27, 28, 31, 32]
did not cause actual change within the system and failed in their goal of violating
the safety properties of the system. Therefore, the failure to detect these attacks are
minimal within the SWaT testbed. Attack number 30 keeps the pumps P-101, and
P-102 off to stop water outflow into the other processes. While this attack succeeds,
the attack does not cause the other processes to be damaged in the time it took for the
attack to start and stop. Therefore, 4 of the 9 undetected attacks cause physical harm
to the system. In attack 20 and 21, level indicator value is set to significantly small
number above threshold while attacking another component at the same time. These
attacks were harder for our model to catch as there are noise in level indicator training
data where values fluctuate despite needing to be a single value. Further exploration
of reducing noise on sensor data can help in reducing these missed detections.
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CHAPTER 3

EFFECTIVENESS OF ARCHITECTURE

The previous chapter produced a methodology for developing an anomaly detection
model for sensors/actuators data obtained from ICS. This methodology was built
with the premise of utilizing all sensors/actuators data available to create a single
monolithic model for the system. This anomaly detection model could have been
built in a distributed fashion, with one anomaly detection model trained on a single
process. While the effectiveness of the final model was empirically established, the
effectiveness of the model when trained on a single process compared to all processes
at once was left unexplored. This chapter provides an analysis of the effectiveness of
our anomaly detection model when it is trained on all processes at once, and when
multiple models are created with each model representing a single process.

3.1

Related Works

Architecture for training and deployment of models within a large ICS is an important
research question. While the idea of distributed training and deployment are discussed
in the literature, the empirical effectiveness of different deployment patterns is not
explored.
In their assessment of anomaly detection systems in ICS, Adepu et al., [2] introduced an open research question of the effectiveness of architectures and model of
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deployment for anomaly detection system in ICS. After monitoring anomaly detection
systems during a hackfest, they came to the conclusion that the current generation of
detection systems are not enough to stop cyber-physical attacks. They also discuss
the lack of analysis on how to train detection systems, and how to distribute them
within a large process.
The open question is followed by Adepu et al., [3] with a method of placing invariant detection mechanisms in each controller to carry distributed attack detection.
Here, invariants were generated based on the conditions set for the code base of
each controller. One type of invariant is generated using State Conditional Graphs
(SCG), where they are used to represent conditions that must be met for components
controlled by a single controller. SCG are then used as state dependent invariants to
be placed within each controller. Another type of invariant generation is also used
where State agnostic invariants are built to check when average change in a system
from time t to t + 1 increases beyond specified threshold. These invariants are then
distributed to individual controllers throughout the system.
Although this methodology introduces ideas of distributed model training and
deployment in ICS, it lacked empirical evidence supporting distributed architecture,
and failed to answer the problem created by resource competition between process
control code and invariant checking code in a single controller.
Following the previous idea of distributed invariants checking, Umer et al. [43]
introduced the idea of distributed learning of invariants in ICS and deploying models
in a distributed fashion. They use Association Rule Mining (ARM) on time-sampled
data to build invariants within systems. First, Frequent item-sets are calculated on
selected attributes within the data. In their case study, they use SWaT data where
fifteen attributes are selected from the fifty one available. This reduced item-set is
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then fed to a learning algorithm to generate association rules and confidence levels.
Rules are then distributed to individual controllers if they only contain components
within the controller, and to multiple controllers if they contain multiple components
from different controllers.
Similar to the previous work carried out, this distributed training and deployment
of the model is not empirically tested to provide evidence for a specific model over
another. At the same time, Item-sets are generated by converting continuous features
to discrete values values, losing information on the way. Furthermore, attributes are
manually selected and reduced to avoid large computation overload at the cost of
losing information.

Limitations This section described previous proposals of monolithic and distributed
architectures usage in ICS. The effectiveness of these architectures are limited to
anecdotal explanation and this is not enough to determine the correlations between
effectiveness and architecture used. In this research, we aim to answer our RQ 2
to empirically measure the effectiveness of different architectures of the anomaly
detection model. This will allow us to find correlations between effectiveness, in
terms of the metrics explored in RQ 2, and model architecture used.

3.2

Methodology

Within ICS, processes are assumed to be physically dependent upon each other
and their environment. These dependencies between components can be an important information to learn in order to build an anomaly detection module. At
the same time, ICS are built in modules, where independent controllers control
different sub-processes. This architecture shows that normal states can be inferred
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from individual sub-processes without the need to observe the entire process as a
whole. These arguments can be directly translated to training and deployment of
anomaly detection detection models within this domain. An individual model trained
on all processes could capture the global relationships between components, while
smaller models trained on a single process could learn the dependencies observed by
a single controller. Therefore, this chapter explores two methods of training anomaly
detection models and determines their effectiveness:

Monolithic Model In order to capture the overall dependencies of an entire system, we explore training our anomaly detection model using all the features available
for the system to build a monolithic model. This model must be deployed with hot
backups, such that we do not create a single point of failure.

Distributed Model To match the design of ICS controlled processes (Figure 2.4),
anomaly detection model is trained and deployed in a distributed fashion. Each model
is trained and observes features that are used by a single controller used to control a
single process.

3.3

Results

Monolithic and distributed anomaly detection versions of the supervised anomaly
detection architecture discussed in Chapter 2 are trained on the hardware described
in Section 2.3.3. These models are trained four times, and their average results are
presented in this section.
Findings of these experiments show a significant number of attacks caught by the
the individual models (Figure 3.1). In combination, the Convolution+LSTM models
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Figure 3.1: Attack Detection rate of distributed models trained on individual processes.

caught an average of 25 out of 36 attacks within the data-set, and the Convolution
only models caught an average of 23 attacks. Although both of the individual models
detected these attacks, two processes (P 4 and P 5) displayed significantly low F1-score
(Figure 3.2) in all runs. These low scores highlight the struggle of these models in
carrying out true classifications, leading to multiple false positives and false negatives.
This could be attributed to the models failing to learn a global relationships that can
aid in detecting some attacks.
On average, the monolithic models performed better than the distributed models.
Compared to distributed models, the monolithic models were trained on all processes
in a significantly lower amount of time (Figure 3.3) and achieved a higher F1-score.
Following these results, it can be concluded that monolithic models should be used as
the method of training anomaly detection models for ICS. While performance of these
models will offer significant improvements, they can also be a single point of failure if
deployed on a single machine. In order to prevent these models from becoming single
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Figure 3.2: Performance of distributed detection models trained on individual processes.
points of failures, they should be implemented with multiple hot backups in different
machines.

Figure 3.3: Comparative performance of distributed model and single individual
model.
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CHAPTER 4

RISK ANALYSIS

Anomaly detection mechanisms explored in this thesis provide an active monitoring
security layer. Along with this monitoring, this thesis also proposes risk analysis
through modelling physical processes, as well as attack scenarios for these systems.
Here, risk analysis is the process of analyzing a system to identify potential threat
events that can negatively impact a system and its assets. In the domain of ICS,
this equates to conducting risk analysis to identify threats to an implemented system
and the impact these threats can have to the processes. During design, development,
and implementation of control systems, risk analysis helps engineers identify critical
parts of the system, and provide information on criticality and threat severity of
components.

In order to facilitate this process, this chapter aims to provide a

methodology of creating Colored Petri Net (CPN) models for the physical processes,
and potential attack vectors to these processes. This methodology depends upon
domain expert knowledge on the process control to build a physical process simulation
utilizing CPN, as well as knowledge on identifying potential failure modes within the
modelled simulation. By building these models, domain experts can conduct offline
simulation of attacks and learn risks these attacks carry to the system.
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4.1

Related Work

This section explains three forms of risk analysis proposed for network as well as ICS
security: (I) Petri Nets, (II) Game Theory, and (III) Attack Trees.
Petri Nets are graphs where nodes represent transitions and places, directed arcs
represent pre and post-conditions for transitions, and tokens in nodes represent the
marking of current state within the places. Henry et al. proposed utilizing Petri Nets
(PN) to carry out risk analysis in the SCADA implementation off ICS [24]. In their
context, risk is defined as the function of resources an attacker can gain access to
during an attack. To find these functions, PN’s are built for the Remote Terminal
Unit (RTU), and workstations. These PN’s are then analyzed to form a set of devices
and rules within them that must be available to an attacker for a successful attack.
The focus of this body of work is in mapping risks on the communication protocols
and rules within them to mark risks in SCADA architecture. Authors also form an
assumption that each place in the petri net has a binary marking, which can not be
true when real physical processes are being simulated. Along with these risks, there
is need to study risks within the processes themselves.
Attack Trees (AT) are a conceptual tree structure that represent how assets could
be attacked within a system. Each node in the tree represents a step an attacker
must take to achieve their final goal. These tree structures allow for analysis of risks
within a system, and find areas that can be protected to prevent an attacker from
achieving their final goal. Byres et al. [8] propose building attack trees for the internal
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system communication protocol
and it’s implementation to gain control of the administrative devices. A thorough
analysis of the system is carried out by domain engineers to build attack trees of the
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higher level attacker goals. These goals are then broken down into separate trees that
conceptualizes each step an attacker might need to take. Multiple communication
protocol risks were identified by studying the paths within the attack tree. Although
this process was effective in identifying risks within the SCADA implementation,
verification of coverage of attack trees to all components in a system is not possible.
This can create incomplete attack trees and leave domain experts unaware of risks in
the system.
In addition to attack trees, attack graphs can be used to analyse threats to
a system. Unlike attack trees, nodes in an attack graph are a set of rules that
must be followed for each communication taking place within the system. Ingols
et al. [26] present a NetSPA attack graph system that is used to model threats
and countermeasures in network communication. These models are created using
network vulnerability scans and firewall rules. They are then used to create reachability and attack graphs representing paths attacker can take within the system by
exploiting known vulnerabilities. Existence of extensive vulnerabilities database and
network scanners within Information Technology (IT) domain helps NetSPA systems
to be effective in building threat models for existing and hypothetical vulnerabilities.
Extension of this methodology to ICS is hindered by the requirement of similar
vulnerabilities databases for ICS, as well as better scan tools for the Operational
Technologies (OT) in use.
Another approach to understanding risks within a system is through a game theoretic study of interactions between an attacker and administrator/Intrusion Detection
System (IDS). Game theory allows us to build a strategic decision making process
for administrator/IDS where the risks of attacker gaining control within the system
are minimized. Through discovery of the nash equilibrium, it allows an administra-
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tor/IDS to find an equilibrium strategy where the attacker and administrator/IDS
both have the best gains. Knowing this equilibrium allows the system to be designed
such that an attacker can not reach this equilibrium state and is always accruing
losses. Applications of game theoretic models to netowrk security have been proposed
by various authors [34, 5]. Lye et al. [34] propose a two-player stochastic game between
an attacker and administrator with static information to find response strategies for
administrator to protect their network system. On the other hand, Alpcan et al. [5]
propose a two-player finite game with dynamic information, between attacker and
an IDS that obtains information from multiple other IDS’s. Both these papers aim
to find response strategies, and security trade-offs of these strategies when a system
is responding to an attacker. While this process is extremely effective at finding
cost/gain relationships between actions taken, it requires a stochastic model of the
actions and probability distribution for these actions to be defined by domain experts.

4.2

Methodology

This section presents the background of Petri Nets, and methodology used to create
Petri Net models for ICS physical processes, and attack models.

4.2.1

Physical Process Model

Petri Net (PN) models are a directed graph with places and transitions connected
through directed arcs. Formally, Petri Nets can be defined as a four-tuple < P, T, I, O >
where P represents the set of places [41]. Places are derived from the set of states
for each component that needs to be modelled for a system. T represents a set of
transitions, and are the possible events that change the state within the modelled
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system. Input (I), and Output (O) map places to transitions. I(ti ) is the input of a
transition and O(ti ) is the output obtained from firing these transitions. Each PN also
contains markings, which is a definition of distribution of tokens within the different
places within the net [24]. These markings help define the state of the places, and
the transitions that can be fired. In a PN, transitions can only fire if the weight of
the arc connecting the transition to the inputs matches the number of tokens in the
inputs. When a transition fires, the tokens in the inputs are removed, and tokens are
distributed to outputs based on the weights of the arcs connecting transitions to their
outputs. The weights to the arcs can be defined based upon the requirements of the
system. A sample PN representing a sequential process with three places and two
transitions is shown in Figure 4.1. A simple PN allows simple unit tokens to be used
as markings in the model. Modelling of complex systems requires usage of Colored
Petri Nets (CPN) that allow usage of complex tokens such as sets, real numbers, etc.
and allow usage of multiple types of tokens within the same place. In CPN, markings
specify the collection of colored tokens where colors are user defined sets. This allows
for complex message passing within a system to be modelled within a CPN, in turn
helping model a complex physical process [19].
This thesis proposes utilizing CPN’s to model the control logic followed by a
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) in ICS and building an attack model that
relates to this CPN. CPN model of the control logic are used to simulate the physical
process behavior of ICS. This is achieved by representing each state of actuators, and
each sensor as places in the CPN. Sensors are modeled with a color set of REAL, and
actuators are defined using a custom color set of ordered pair (BOOLEAN, REAL).
Transitions in CPN’s are used to define the control commands and state changes
happening in each sensor/actuator. Further, guards in transitions are used to define
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Figure 4.1: A sample Petri Net model of a sequential process.
IF statements used within PLC. These guards are important for transitions that need
to be fired only when a place value reaches below a set point. Finally, arcs are used to
model the information flow between components and set minimum weights at which
transitions fire.

4.2.2

Attack Models

Once a CPN model is built for the physical process, it can be used to find and model
attack vectors that deviate the system from normal state. In this thesis, attacks that
change the physical states of the system by manipulating the sensors/actuators, and
spoofing commands to the PLC are modelled. Each attack consists of a set of places
that represent the type of process control manipulation modes such as manipulation
of sensor, control code manipulation, etc. This process control manipulation modes
of attacks are related to a set of physical manipulation modes.

Here, physical

manipulation modes are a set of places that are defined by physical changes in
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Figure 4.2: Petri Net model of control attack models coupled with physical manipulation modes

sensors/actuators that cause damage in the physical system. The process control
manipulation modes and physical manipulation modes are related to each other by
transitions. Pre-conditions of the transitions define the type of control failures an
attacker needs to induce to successfully achieve the physical failure in the system.
Figure 4.2 presents an example of building these attack models. As discussed, each
place on left side of PN are the control manipulation modes, and on the right side of
PN are physical manipulation modes. These manipulation modes can be identified
based on the components used in each process and the PN must be built for each
individual process. Physical manipulation modes are identified from the physical
process model, and domain expert knowledge on state changes within the model
that would cause damage to the system. Control manipulation modes will remain
similar for most processes, as attacker can only cause manipulation modes such
as automatic/manual manipulation of sensors/actuators, and change command or
parameters sent to/form controller.
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Figure 4.3: Example Petri Net attack model

Once a set of attack models are defined, these attacks are mapped to the physical
process CPN. In this model, transitions represent the steps attackers took to start
the attack process. Pre-conditions and post-conditions to the attacks are represented
as places within the CPN. Here, pre-conditions help identify states of the system the
attacker must be aware of to have successful impact. Once the attack transitions
fire, they can pass through multiple places and transitions to signify the extra steps
an attacker must take to have the desired impact within the system. For example,
figure 4.3 presents an example attacker model for a hypothetical process. Here, a
valve is turned ON or OFF depending upon the water level within a tank. The places
for the hypothetical process this figure represents are the sensors (water in tank) and
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states of the actuators (valve on, and valve off). Transitions are the actions taken
based on the value within the sensors. Once a model is built, we can model attacks
that can cause damage within the system. In a simple process of figure 4.3, one of
the attacks can be spoofing actuator command to force a motor valve into turning on
even if the water level is high on the tank. The transition ”Stop Close” represents
the start of attack, and place ”Send ON command” represents the attacker action
of sending command to the valve. Mapping this attack to the manipulation modes
model built in figure 4.2, shows that an attacker needs control code manipulation
or automatic manipulation of actuators to achieve their goal. Therefore, one risk to
this hypothetical system is an improper state change in the valve achieved through
control code manipulation or automatic actuator manipulation.

4.3

Implementation

This section presents the CPN models for SWaT tested, and the attack models built
for it:

4.3.1

Physical Model of SWaT

Creating the Petri Net model for a physical process based on sensors/actuator behavior requires knowledge of the control logic. Therefore, this thesis only builds a CPN for
P1 of SWaT testbed as it is the only process with the control logic publicly available.
Analysis of the PLC code shows that only three components (LIT101, MV101, P101)
are observed and affected by the controller. Therefore, the detailed CPN can be built
for this process utilizing these three components and their states. As presented in
Figure 4.4, the CPN model for P1 contains places representing the states of Pump
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101 (P101), Motor Valve 101 (MV101), and Level Indicator (LIT101). Within this
model, sensor LIT101 is defined as a place with REAL data type and the value of
LIT01 can go from 0 to 1000. Four main transitions are defined to be fired based upon
the markings within the LIT101 place. As defined in the control scheme of P1, P101
is turned ON when LIT is above 250mm, and MV101 is turned ON when LIT101 is
under 250mm. These actuators are turned OFF when these conditions are not met.
Hence, they are defined with a user defined color set of hboolean, REALi. Changes
in markings are carried out by firing transitions, and arcs are used to represent the
magnitudes of change as well as flow of data between various places and transitions.
Weights in the CPN for P1 are defined based on the physical properties of the flow
of water per second. Each transition counts as events happening within that second.
Once defined, this model can be initialized with markings in individual places and
simulated as necessary. This simulation is then verified to be correct by comparing
against the data obtained from SWaT dataset.

4.3.2

Attack Models

Once the physical simulation for P1 is built, attack types CPN is created for P1
as described in section 4.2.2. As shown in figure 4.5, attacks are represented in
terms of actions that need to be taken on the manipulations an attacker needs to
excite in process control and the physical target of states of attacker. Within P1,
control manipulation could be resulted by automated/manual manipulation of the
sensors or manipulation of control code. Further, physical manipulations are defined
on the right side of figure 4.5 based upon incorrect state changes occurring within
the system. Each physical manipulation mode is connected to control manipulation
mode by transitions. For example, manipulation of MV101 to turn ON while level
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Figure 4.4: CPN model for Process 1 of SWaT testbed.

in tank is above the safe threshold is a manipulation obtained through automatic
manipulation of actuators and control code manipulation. Here, an attacker does
not need to manually instigate an attack as it can be launched automatically once
LIT101 reaches a set point. Once the manipulation modes are identified, physical
manipulations obtained from coupling of control manipulation modes are added to the
physical process simulation CPN. Figure 4.6 presents the physical attack simulation
created for two attacks to the system. While only two attacks are represented in
the figure due to the space limitation in print, all the physical manipulation modes
represented in figure 4.5 can be added to their respective points in the model. After
creating a model with the respective physical manipulations in place, the CPN can be
simulated to observe how the physical process reacts to the manipulation modes and
evaluate the defined risks with real behavior of the physical processes. For example,
during the manipulation mode of ef1, motor valve in the process turns ON while the
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Figure 4.5: Attacks are represented in terms of their process control manipulation
modes and physical manipulation modes.
LIT level is above defined threshold, but this fails to have an instant impact within
the system as P101 is constantly pumping water out. So, this manipulation does not
carry a high risk within the first few ticks, but after a period of time the level in
LIT is shown to reach a dangerous level. Through simulation of physical process and
manipulation modes modelled, this methodology can be used to identify these risks
that can take an instant or a long period of time to have an impact within the system.

4.4

Conclusion and Future Work

Colored Petri Nets provide a mechanism for modelling physical processes such that
they can be simulated for offline observation of a system. These models can be used
to systematically identify potential attack points, and create attack models for an
existing system. Creating these attack models based upon coupling of manipulation
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Figure 4.6: CPN showing two attacks to the physical process.
modes in controls and manipulation modes in physical states allows for domain
experts to identify specific components to observe when searching for attacks. Furthermore, simulating identified manipulations within the created CPN models allows
for identification of physical process behaviors under attack. Implementation of this
methodology in process 1 of SWaT testbed showed correct simulation of the physical
process. Further, simulation of P1 after the identification and addition of physical
manipulation modes was successfully tested to analyze risks the manipulation modes
carry in the physical process.
While it is not within the scope of this thesis, coverability analysis on Petri Net’s
can be used to identify sets of outcomes that are possible within the physical process
for each unique initial marking on the net. Therefore, coverability analysis can help
identify chain of transitions and markings that are possible, including attack markings
based on the attack petri nets. To apply this analysis on the methodology discussed
in this thesis, method of conducting coverability analysis for an unbounded CPN that
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contain non-binary places need to be created. This body of work will be continued
by the research team in the future.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

This thesis presents an anomaly detection model for ICS, the best architecture of
training and deploying the detection models, and a CPN based simulation of processes
under normal as well as attack conditions. The anomaly detection models in ICS
have to be able to detect anomalies that are defined by outliers in data, as well as
abnormal interactions of different components in the physical space. Unsupervised
detection of these abnormal interactions in higher dimensional space has been shown
to be inefficient by previous works in this domain. At the same time, semi-supervised
methodologies require additional steps of statistical deviation detection where large
number of hyper-parameters need to be defined. With the availability of fault data
and labeling capabilities within industries, supervised methodologies can be leveraged
to build anomaly detection models for these systems. Findings of chapter 2 provide
evidence of supervised methodologies learning classification boundary between normal
and anomalous behavior within ICS data despite the low amount of anomalous data
available. In the relevant test-bed, supervised methodology detected 29 attacks while
maintaining extremely low training as well as testing time. This has been achieved
through the usage of Wavelet transformation to append information to existing data
along with the introduction of LSTM and Convolution based methodology of training
an anomaly detection system.
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Along with building a methodology for training anomaly detection models in this
domain, chapter 3 presents empirical results of training anomaly detection models
on the entire process compared to distributed into individual processes. Individual
process models showed varied effectiveness with some models performing better than
others. As a whole, monolithic models are able to detect higher number of attacks
with better F1-score due to their view of the global relationships between features in
the data. This presents a difficulty in deployment of detection models in ICS as single
models are a single point of failure. Deployment strategies for these trained models
within the physical back-plane of controllers must be studied for a comprehensive
analysis.
Finally, a Colored Petri Net based physical process and failure simulation models
were introduced to assist in risk analysis. Here physical manipulations were coupled
with control manipulations to model potential attack risks within a physical process.
Simulations of these CPN’s are then utilized to visualize the behavior of the process
under these failure modes. These models are the first step in fine grained analysis
of physical process control code and risks within an existing control system. While
creation and implementation of CPN’s for processes is a time intensive procedure, a
working simulation built from existing PLC code can be a source of offline analysis
and data collection mechanism.
While this thesis provides improvements in supervised deep learning architectures
that can be used for creating anomaly detection models for ICS, it works under the
assumption that attack labels can be added for the sensors/actuators data. There
are various ways of obtaining this data, including labelling faults in the data-set as
attacks. At the process level, faults are going to have the same characteristics as an
attack as they are violating the normal procedure of the process. Labelled data can
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also be collected by simulating attacks with methodologies such as Honeypots[45],
simulations[13, 21], and deep learning attack generation techniques [16]. While these
are simulations of working ICS, they offer data that can be used to build an extra
layer of protection for these systems. These assumptions should be tested to verify
the complete life-cycle of building supervised deep learning detection methodologies
for ICS.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis explored a LSTM + CNN based supervised anomaly detection methodology for ICS that catches 27 out of 36 attacks in SWaT testbed while maintaining a low
cost training time. It introduced a wavelet transformation feature engineering pipeline
for data pre-processing to encode information for training of anomaly detection models in this domain.

Furthermore, various deep learning as well as unsupervised

methodologies were explored for a comprehensive comparison. Through this work,
we observe higher performance for supervised methodology compared to previous
unsupervised as well as semi-supervised deep learning methodologies applied to the
data-set. In addition, this thesis explored the effectiveness of training a monolithic
model and distributed models within ICS. This study concluded that distributed
models suffer in performance and require large training resources when compared to
monolithic models. Further, CPN based physical process and manipulation modelling
techniques were used to create risk analysis and simulation models.
The findings of this thesis paves way for future research in the field of anomaly
detection within ICS. Results obtained within the test data-set can be tested against
other data-sets to verify the extensible nature of the anomaly detection approach.
Similarly, approaches resulting in identification of attacked components should be
explored to provide systems engineers with context within the detect time-period.
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CPN simulation methods described can be extended to include coverability set generation to automatically mark potential risks within a CPN built by domain experts.
Further, an ontology and Description Logic based model checking anomaly detection
methodology can be built to provide context to attacks detected.
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